
LUCINDA EASY ROLL C130 ROLLING
MILL

SKU: 1041

Introducing the Lucinda Easy Roll C130 from
Durston Tools, a Patent Pending, cutting-edge
addition to the world of jewellery making. This
revolutionary design rolling mill integrates the
trusted qualities of our original DRM series with
our amazing new Easy Roll gearbox, a world's
first in technology, offering an unmatched
combination of speed and ease.

Our latest Revolutionary 15-to-1
Gearbox: The Lucinda Easy Roll C130 is
equipped with an innovative 15-to-1
gearbox, striking the perfect balance
between rapid operation and effortless
handling.
Optimised for Efficiency: Designed to
enhance productivity, this rolling mill
reduces manual effort while delivering
precise results, making it ideal for a variety
of metalworking tasks.
Versatile Rolling Capabilities: With 11
Square Wire Rolling Grooves and a 75mm
flat rolling area, the Lucinda Easy Roll C130
is adept at handling diverse design
requirements.
Side Extensions: The side extensions
include 4 Half Round Grooves (4 to
1.5mm).
Built to Last: Durston's signature solid
single-cast body and induction-hardened
rolls ensure that the Lucinda Easy Roll
C130 remains a reliable tool for years to
come.
Space-Efficient and Adaptable: Its
compact design makes it a suitable
addition to any workshop, maximizing
space without compromising on
functionality.



Precision and Quality: The 60mm
diameter rolls, with a total width of 130mm
(75mm / 55mm), are engineered for
accuracy and quality, catering to both
intricate and robust metalworking projects.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Introducing the Lucinda Easy Roll 15-to-1, the newest star in the Durston Rolling Mill family. This innovative
rolling mill is a testament to Durston's commitment to combining efficiency, ease of use, and advanced
technology.

The Lucinda Easy Roll, available in both the C130 and F130 models, represents a significant advancement in
rolling mill technology. Inspired by the user-friendly nature of our 50-to-1 gearbox (Olivia & Molly), the Lucinda
Easy Roll features a revolutionary 15-to-1 gearbox. This new design offers the best of both worlds: the simplicity
and ease of use like the 50-1 models coupled with a faster rolling capability, making it accessible to a broader
range of users.

Drawing on the robust design of the DRM 130 and the Agile's ultra-strong, slimline frame. This combination of
strength and elegance is a hallmark of Durston's dedication to quality and innovation. The 15-to-1 gearbox, the
centrepiece of this model, is packed with new innovations, setting a new standard in rolling mill technology.

Whether you choose the C130 with its versatile combination rolls or the F130 for exclusively flat rolling, each
model is equipped with side extensions featuring half-round grooves, enhancing their functionality and
versatility.

The Lucinda Easy Roll really does have it all, speed and ease of use without taking up valuable space in your
workshop.

Specifications:

Model Type: Lucinda Easy Roll C130 Rolling Mill.
Roll Diameter: 60mm.
Roll Width: 130mm (75mm / 55mm).
Side Extension: 4 Half-Round Grooves (4 to 1.5mm).
Square Wire Grooves: 11 grooves, ranging from 8mm to 1mm.

Product Weight: 49.95kg
Boxed Weight: 52.5kg
Dimensions: 630 x 580 x 220mm
Boxed Dimensions: 560 x 320 x 470mm



Additional or Replacement Extension Rollers available for this model:
Extension Roller 8, 6 & 3mm
Extension Roller 10 & 7mm
Extension Roller 4, 3, 2 & 1.5mm (Included as standard)
Extension Roller Plain (Included as standard)
Please read our Rolling Mill FAQs tab for more information.

https://durston.com/product/drm130150-extension-roller-86-3mm/
https://durston.com/product/drm130150-extension-roller-10-7mm/
https://durston.com/product/extension-roller-4-3-2-1-5mm-for-drm-130-and-drm-150/
https://durston.com/product/extension-roller-plain/

